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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Multiple‐seam mining (MSM) operations refer to the mining operations conducted by
one or more mine operators in closely‐spaced multiple coal seams. Unlike more conventional
mining operations conducted in single‐seam situation, these MSM operations and their interac‐
tions could bring some unique technical, safety and regulatory issues to the attention of mine
regulators, operators and engineers. This report primarily addresses the technical issues and
mining best‐practice surrounding MSM, but also discusses the safety and regulatory concerns
associated with MSM.
Technical Difficulties with MSM Operations:
If not well coordinated, MSM operations can cause many unexpected consequences to
active and inactive mines in the influence ranges – MSM interactions. Among the various MSM
interactions, the interactions caused by the large strata movements and deformations in the
ground subsidence process in the overburden strata, and especially the interburden (in‐
between) strata, must be critically examined. When large deformations are concentrated in
neighboring areas, they can form leakage paths for water, gas and air to flow between the coal
seams in addition to disturbances to mine structures in the mines. The flow of these liquid and
gases from previous mines to active mine can cause significant ventilation and safety problems
such as inundation (e.g., the accident at Quecreek), or gas explosions as may have happened at
Upper Big Branch.
Using Computer Models to Accurately Predict Subsidence:
Numerical modeling techniques have been developed and applied to study the MSM in‐
teractions. However, most of the modeling methods assume continuity in media that deviated
from the coal measure rock strata that contains various preexisting and mining induced hori‐
zontal bedding planes, vertical or sub‐vertical fractures. Because of this, these methods have
difficulty in accurately assessing the MSM interactions associated with large‐movements and
large deformations strata subsidence process. On the other hand, subsidence theories, well
suited for dealing with large strata movements deformations caused by mining operations, can
be applied to study the MSM interactions. Recommendation: Future research should concen‐
trate on improved computer models which consider issues involved in MSM operations in‐
cluding large seam displacements, jointed and refractive strata and softwares developed for
use in known MSM operations.
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Coordinating the Legal Rights to Multi‐Seam Operations:
In countries outside the U.S., the mine owner typically owns the rights to all of the coal
reserves which may be located in a single seam, or in overlying seams. Because there is no is‐
sue of “who owns what”, coordination operations is an important matter. But in the U.S., how‐
ever, one owner often owns rights to a particular seam, but not the rights to an overlying or
underlying seam. Coordinating mining operations becomes a central issue, and this is even
more important when old mine workings are found in a different seam or the old workings have
poor maps. Even though as early as 1883, mine maps were required to be provided to the state
of West Virginia, many mines were abandoned without proper historical maps. Since the pas‐
sage of mine map legislation on both state and federal levels, the agencies involved including
U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Surface Mining and the West Virginia Office of Miners'
Health, Safety and Training and the WV Geological and Economic Survey, plus West Virginia
University have worked in cooperation to acquire maps and to index and digitize them. Current‐
ly, over 60,000 images have been digitized and indexed for West Virginia mines (WV Office of
MHST, 2013). Recommendation: For future research, a coordination and archiving project
ought to be undertaken to voluntarily share or even force sharing information about owner‐
ship rights but also scheduling, design, and planning of MSM mines.
Updating Permitting Procedures:
Federal and State regulatory agencies require a complete set of engineering, safety and
environmental designs to be approved prior to undertaking mining activity. Unfortunately,
multi‐seam mining and the possible seam or ownership interactions are not considered or not
sufficiently considered in the permitting process. While future research could easily pinpoint
situations when failure to consider MSM interactions have had harmful consequences, this rec‐
ommendation must be properly aimed at the regulatory agencies and perhaps legislative bodies
in order to make it a priority to consider MSM variables in the permitting process. Recommen‐
dation: state and federal regulatory agencies should follow the lead of Congress and/or the
State legislature in causing the promulgating of rules to require the consideration of MSM
operations early in the mine permitting process.
Summary:
While technical understanding of the MSM process has improved significantly in recent
years, and while a good amount of research has been performed and some numerical‐modeling
based design tools have been developed for dealing with the load transfer MSM interactions,
problems persist. In particular, problems with MSM operations need to update computer sub‐
sidence models they currently use to include large displacement algorithms, for example. Sec‐
ond, MSM operators and state and federal regulatory agencies need to coordinate the use of
2
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maps esp
pecially, butt also and general
g
inforrmation aboout scheduling and metthods in ord
der to
coordinate activities and not act in secret as is done now
w. Finally, accting on the lead by Congress
and/or state regulattory agencie
es, the perm
mitting proceess must haave rules pro
omulgated tto in‐
clude the
e consideration of MSM operations. All of thesse would work to improvve MSF safetty.

INTR
RODUCTIO
ON
Coal reservess generally exist
e
in multiiple seam foormations, th
hat is, one seeam overlayys an‐
other seaam. About 156
1 billions tons
t
of US coal
c reserve is subject to
o multiple seeam mining influ‐
ences (Siingh and Du
unn, 1981). Depending on coal fiellds, these m
multiple coal seams might be
closely sp
paced such as those in the
t Central Appalachian
A
n and Westeern coal field
ds and the o
others
could be spaced in larger distan
nces such ass that in thee Northern A
Appalachian, Illinois and
d Ala‐
bama co
oal fields. Mining
M
operaations in clo
osely spacedd multiple co
oal seams (MSM) can ccause
significan
nt interactio
ons and conssiderably mo
ore potentiaal problems to mining o
operations and to
miner saffety than miining conduccted in a singgle coal seam
m or in far‐sspaced coal sseams.

Figure 1 Fiive Major Un
nderground Co
oal Mining R
Regions in US (Mark, et al., 2007)

The most common safetty problemss associated with multi‐‐seam minin
ng (MSM) opera‐
tions are
e: water inun
ndations, sudden methaane inrushess, spontaneo
ous combustions, large‐‐scale
roof fallss, and coal bumps. The first three types of probblems are reelated to sub
bsidence‐ind
duced
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fracture zones in the interburden strata that connect the active mine to old mine workings or
previously sealed mines. The last two types of problems are related to mining‐induced stress
redistribution in the surrounding strata. Fortunately, not all of the MSM situations results in
hazardous conditions. Coincidentally, most MSM operations in the US are conducted in the
Central Appalachian coal field because of the high quality coal. This area also has the most min‐
ing accidents and disasters in the history of U.S. coal industry. For example, thirteen (green
shaded cases) out of 21 coal mine disasters (defined as five or more fatalities in an accident)
have occurred in the Central Appalachian coal field since 1970. More recently, MSM interac‐
tions heavily contributed to the Upper Big Branch mine explosion in West Virginia. Prior to this
accident, a large amount of water leaked, through possibly subsidence‐induced fracture zone,
from an overlying abandoned coal mine has partially blocked the ventilation airways. Methane
leaked from an underlying coal seam or abandoned mine through mining induced ground
cracks into the longwall face started the flame and consequently the methane explosion and
coal dust explosion (MSHA, 2012).

MINING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN US AND OTHER COUNTRIES
It should be noted that US is the leader in the world in many aspects of mining research
and regulations in the fields of extraction technology, equipment development, mine safety and
health, coal utilization. Because of these, the US coal industry is one of the safest and most
productive ones among the coal producing countries. However, the safety with coal mining op‐
erations in closely spaced multiple seams in the US still remains to be an area deserving signifi‐
cant improvement as previously mentioned.

Regulations Regarding Mining Rights
Unlike many other major coal producing countries, the high degree of privatization of
coal reserves in most U.S. coal fields often limits a company’s mining right to only one single
coal seam. If the coal seams are spaced in sufficient distances, it is simple to lay out a mine and
is safe to conduct mining operations in one single coal seam. However, the U.S. coal mining
operations in closely spaced multiple seams are often conducted in an uncoordinated manner
by different mining companies without due consideration of potential interactions to mining
operations in adjacent coal seams. The MSM interactions could cause significant difficulties to
mining operations and produce unsafe mining conditions.
In many other major coal producing countries such as China, Germany, Britain, Russia,
etc., the mining companies normally obtain their mining rights from the central or local gov‐
4
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ernments. In such case, a mining company normally owns the mining rights of all coal seams
located directly under its surface property boundary. For the sake of smooth production and
mine safety, the mining company and its engineers will carefully coordinate its mine design and
operation schedule to avoid significant mining interactions. If the coal seams under a common
surface property has to be permitted to two or more coal mines, sufficient space not induce
significant MSM interactions should be left between the mines.

Table 1 Historic US Coal Mine Disasters since 1970 (MSHA Data)
Year

Day

2010

4/5

Mine
Upper Big Branch Mine, Massey
Energy
Crandall Canyon Mine, Genwal
and Murray Energy Corporation
Darby Mine No. 1, Kentucky Darby
LLC
Sago Mine, International Mines
Corp.
No. 5 Mine, Jim Walter Resources,
Inc.
No. 3 Mine, Southmoutain Coal
Co.
William Station No. 9 Mine, Pyro
Mining Co.
Loveridge No. 22, Consolidation
Coal Co.

2006

8/6
8/16
5/20

2006

1/2

2001

12/07

1992

12/07

1989

09/13

1986

02/06

1984

12/19

1983

06/21

1982

01/20

Wilberg Mine, Emery Mining
Corp.
McClure No. 1 Mine, Clinchfield
Coal Co.
No. 1 Mine, RFH Coal Co.

1981

12/08

No. 21 Mine, Grundy Mining Co.

1981
1981

12/07
03/15

1980

11/07

1978

04/04

No. 11 Mine, Adkins Coal Co.
Dutch Creek No. 1, Mid‐Continent
Resources, Inc.
Ferrell No. 17, Westmorland Coal
Co.
Moss No.3 Portal A, Clinchfield
Coal Co.

1977

03/01

Porter Tunnel, Kocher Coal Co.

1976

03/9‐11

Scotia Mine, Blue Diamond Coal
Co.

2007

5

Location

Type

Deaths

Raleigh County, West Vir‐
ginia

Explosion

Huntington, Utah

Collapse

Holmes Mill, Kentucky

Explosion

6
3
5

Tallmansville, West Virgin‐
ia
Tuscaloosa County,
Brookwood, Alabama
Wise Co., Norton, Virginia

Explosion

12

Explosions

13

Explosion

8

Explosion

10

Suffocation
(surface stock‐
pile)
Fire

5

27

Explosion

7

Explosion

7

Explosion

13

Explosion
Explosion

8
15

Explosion

5

Suffocation
(oxygen defi‐
cient air)
Flood

5

9

Explosion

26

Union Co., Wheatcroft,
Kentucky
Marion Co., Fairview, West
Virginia
Emery Co., Orangeville,
Utah
Dickinson Co., McClure,
Virginia
Floyd Co., Craynor, Ken‐
tucky
Marion Co., Whitwell,
Tennessee
Knott Co., Kite, Kentucky
Pitkin Co., Redstone, Colo‐
rado
Boone Co., Uneeda, West
Virginia
Dickinson Co., Duty, Virgin‐
ia
Schuykill Co., Tower City,
Pennsylvania
Letcher Co., Oven Fork,
Kentucky

29
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12/16

1972

07/22

1970

12/30

6

Itmann No. 3 Mine, Itmann Coal
Co.
Blacksville No. 1, Consolidation
Coal Co.
Nos. 15 and 16 Mines, Finley Coal
Co.

2013
Wyoming Co., Itmann,
West Virginia
Monongalia Co., Blacks‐
ville, West Virginia
Leslie Co., Hyden, Ken‐
tucky

Explosion

5

Fire

9

Explosion

38
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Emphasis on Mining Research
It should be mentioned that most of U.S. mining research efforts have been directed to
mining operations in single coal seam. For example, various pillar design formulae for longwall
mine and room and pillar mine are all for mining operations conducted in single coal seams.
These formulae are relatively simple to apply and have been widely and successfully used by
mining engineers in their mine design works.
Currently, two program packages, LaModel and AMSS, are available in US for designing
mines operating in multiple coal seams. The LaModel program developed using boundary ele‐
ment method by Heasley has the capability to model the stresses in large areas of single and
multiple coal seam mines and to help in designing adequate pillar sizes (Heasley and
Agioutantis, 2001). Laminated and continuity media model is used in the numerical analysis.
Though LaModel could provide a 3‐D and comprehensive analysis, the long time required for
the user to build a realistic mine model, hours to days, could make it difficult to be widely ap‐
plied by mines, especially small mines facing potential MSM interactions. This program is still
being improved (Heasley, 2011) and calibrated with field data.
Mark et al, (2007) developed another program package called Analysis of Multiple Seam
Stability (AMSS) for analyzing the stability of the mine structures for MSM operations. The pro‐
gram uses a shortened version of the LaModel (LaM2D) to determine the stress distribution and
empirical models to determine the stability factors for the mine structures. In this program,
MSM interaction effects due to different vertical mining sequence (i.e., undermining and over‐
mining) are considered in the process. However, since it is only capable of performing analysis
in 2‐D conditions, it would be difficult to deal with multiple seam mining problems with com‐
plex mining geometries.

TECHNICAL STUDIES OF MSM INTERACTIONS
As mentioned previously, the interactions caused multi‐seam mining operations in coal
mines could be divided into two following types:

Direct MSM Interactions
In this type of MSM interactions, the load transfers from remnant structures in overlying or un‐
derlying mines can create concentrated high stress zones in the active mine. Such localized high stresses

7
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can overcome the strengths and cause ground failures of mine roof, pillars, ribs and floor. In more se‐
vere cases, the highly stressed coal pillars can fail in rapid and violent manner and induce coal bumps.
It should be noted that the strata movements and deformations in the load transfer process is
normally small. Numerical analysis can well suit for such load transfer induced MSM interactions.
Therefore, the direct type of MSM interactions can be adequately studied using the LaModel and AMSS
in both numerical analysis techniques are used to determine the stress distributions in the strata do‐
main. Since the direct type of MSM interactions have been intensively studied by various ground con‐
trol researchers, there is no need to repeat the direct MSM interactions in this report.

Indirect MSM Interactions
This type of MSM interactions are normally associated with large strata movements and
deformations induced by the ground subsidence process in the overburden strata, particularly
interburden strata. Holland (1951) stated that trough subsidence is responsible for most of the
interaction effects on overlying seam. The large deformations, especially the expansive
volumetric strain (also called as void intensity), concentrated in contiguous areas, could form
leakage paths for water, gas and air to flow between the coal seams. The flow of these liquid
and gases from previous mines to active mine can cause significant ventilation and safety
problems. The large strata deformations can also reduce the confinement to and the strength
of mine structures and consequently could cause the direct type of MSM interactions. The
numerical analysis techniques developed based on continuity media approach, commonly
employed for mining applications, are inadequate for study the large deformation ground
control problems.

Rationale for Applying Subsidence Theories to Study MSM Interactions
It should be noted that a very strong mine subsidence research program has been built
in the Department of Mining Engineering of West Virginia University (WVU). Mathematical
models have been developed for various subsidence processes and calibrated with numerous
collected surface and subsurface mine subsidence cases. The final and dynamic subsidence
prediction programs developed from the research produce very accurate estimates of static
and time‐dependent movements and deformations. Due to such high prediction accuracy, the
subsidence theories developed and prediction programs have been successfully applied to nu‐
merous subsidence projects involving mine design, public safety, surface structures and envi‐
ronment.
All these subsidence prediction models have been developed using the stochastic influ‐
ence function method. The stochastic model is well capable of handling geo‐mechanical prob‐
8
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lems associated with large strata movements and deformations. Added with the proven accu‐
racy in predicted movements and deformations, the subsidence theories have great application
potentials for many ground control problems. Therefore, this research will focus on the devel‐
opment of approaches and methodologies that can be used to study the indirect and direct
MSM interactions so that easy and accurate tools can be developed.

SUBSURFACE SUBSIDENCE PREDICTION MODELS
In order to study the MSM interactions, the strata movements and deformations should
be accurately predicted first. This calls for theoretically sound and versatile subsurface subsid‐
ence prediction models that can take stratification changes into account.
As coal seam is mined with total extraction (longwall) or high extraction (room and pillar
mining with depillaring operations), the large sized mine gob will induce the overburden strata
to move toward the gob so a new equilibrium can be reached. The strata movements will
propagate upwards vertically while spread laterally outwards from edges of the mine gob. As
the mine gob expands along its mining direction, the overburden strata located within a small
angle ahead and some angle behind the moving working face would experience a time‐
dependent dynamic subsidence process. In area with sufficient distance behind the working
face, the new equilibrium has been reached in the overburden strata certain distance and sub‐
sidence is static or final. Apparently, the propagation of strata movements will be influenced by
stratification changes in the overburden. For example, a thick strong rock stratum (e.g. sand‐
stone) can overhang a distance over the underlying weak strata and change the strata move‐
ment distribution above it.
Since the strata movements are normally not distributed uniformly, the differential
movements will cause various deformations. The strata deformations that could impact the
integrity and stability of overburden strata and mine structures are normally the horizontal,
vertical and total strains. Among them, the total strain is defined as the volumetric change of
strata during and after the subsidence. The expansive type of total strain is the most useful de‐
formation for assessing the indirect and direction MSM interactions.

First Version of Subsurface Subsidence Prediction Model
One method for predicting final and dynamic subsurface subsidence over full extraction
mining methods have been developed by Luo and Peng (2000) using a large amount of surface
9
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and subssurface subsidence data over longwall panels. TThis method is an expanssion of the p
previ‐
ous surfaace subsiden
nce prediction model but
b it unablee to consideer the stratiffication changes.
The finall subsurface
e subsidence
e and horizo
ontal displa cement at a point of iinterest (x, h) as
shown in
n Fig. 2 can be
b determin
ned by the fo
ollowing twoo equations. In these eequations, W and
. The final ssubsidence parameters,, a, R
m are the panel wid
dth and miniing height, respectively.
r
e the subsidence factor,, radius of major
m
influennce and offseet of inflection point, respec‐
and d are
tively. Th
hese final su
ubsidence paarameters depend on thhe vertical diistance betw
ween the point of
interest and
a the min
ned coal seam
m. They are
e determineed from emp
pirical formu
ulae derived from
collected
d surface and
d subsurface
e subsidence data. Subbsurface defformations aare various fforms
of derivatives of the two equatio
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Similar appro
oach has also used to develop
d
the dynamic su
ubsurface su
ubsidence prredic‐
del. The dyn
namic subsu
urface dynam
mic subsidennce model iss used to predict the subsur‐
tion mod
face time
e‐dependentt strata movvements and
d deformatioons.

Enhancced Subsurrface Subssidence Prrediction M
Model
The overburd
den stratificaation plays a significantt role in thee propagatio
on of the subsur‐
face subssidence. Forr example, a thick hard rock
r
layer coould significaantly alter th
he distribution of
subsurface and surfaace subsiden
nce. However, the mea ns to reflectt the presen
nce and effeccts of
such hard
d layer are missing
m
in the previous subsurface
s
subsidence p
prediction models.
In
n order to build
b
the cap
pability of considering
c
tthe stratificaation changges, an enhaanced
subsurface subsidence predictio
on model haas been propposed (Luo and Qiu, 20
012). In thiss new
he overburd
den strata ovver a longwaall gob are ddivided into a finite num
mber (n) of layers
model, th
of equal thickness. The layers are
a numbere
ed from thee immediate roof stratum to the su
urface
… n as show
wn in Fig. 3. The subsidence on thee top surfacee of a given layer can b
be de‐
by 1, 2, …,
termined
d in the follo
owing procedure: (1) traansforming tthe overburden load ab
bove it into a uni‐
form equ
uivalent load
d on the layyer; (2) defining the subbsidence inffluence funcction at a prredic‐
tion poin
nt using the equivalent
e
lo
oad, layer th
hickness, pe rcent of harrd rock in the layer and vverti‐
cal move
ement at the
e layer botto
om directly under
u
the prrediction point, (3) inteegrating the influ‐
ence function within a proper ho
orizontal inte
erval for thee final subsid
dence on thee top of the layer.
This proccedure is repeated from
m the miningg horizon, laayer by layeer upwards, until the grround
surface iss finally reacched.

Figure 3 Enh
hanced subsurface subsideence predictioon model
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d
m – miining height; W – panel wiidth; n – num
mber of overbuurden layers)
(h - overburden depth;

p to apply the influence function
f
meethod for determining sttrata movem
ments
The first step
unctions for vverti‐
at a given point on the top surfaace of the ith layer is to define the influence fu
cal and horizontal
h
displacementt, respective
ely. The inffluence funcction for sub
bsidence alo
ong a
major cro
oss‐section is
i shown in the
t Eq. 3.

f s ( x' , z i ) 

S ( x  x , z i 1 )  ai
e
Ri
,

 x,
 
R
 i






2

i = 1, 2, …, n

(3))

In
n this equation, x is the horizontal distance betw
ween the lefft panel edge and the prredic‐
tion poin
nt while zi is the verticcal distance between thhe top surfaace of the ith layer and
d the
mined co
oal seam as shown in Fig. 4. The term
t
S(x+x’,zzi‐1) is the predicted final subsidencce on
top surfaace of the underlying laayer located x’ distance on the left of the pred
diction pointt. For
the first layer immed
diately above the mined
d coal seam, the mining height, m, sshould be ussed in
the place
e of S(x+x’,zi‐1) in the inffluence functions. Final subsidence parameterss ai and Ri arre the
subsiden
nce factor an
nd radius of major influe
ence for thee ith layer, reespectively. Coordinatee x' is
the horizzontal distan
nce between
n the point of “influencce” to causee subsidencee and the prredic‐
tion poin
nt on the top
p surface of the
t layer.

Figure 4 Schematic for
f influence function methhod

e focal point theorem, the influencce function for horizontal displacement
Based on the
along a major cross‐section is derived
d
from
m the influeence functio
on for subsidence (Eq. 3) as
n the following equation. In the equ
uation, h is thhe overburd
den depth.
shown in
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 x, 

2

S ( x  x , , zi 1 )  ai  n ,   Ri 
f u ( x , , zi )  2
xe
Ri  h

i = 1, 2, …, n

(4)

The final subsurface subsidence and horizontal displacement at a prediction point are
determined by integrating the respective influence functions between the left and right
inflection points as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In the following two equations, di1 and
di2 are the offset distances of inflection points on the left and right sides of panel for the ith
layer, respectively. The final subsidence parameters (ai, Ri, di1 and di2) are dependent of the
layer thickness, percent of hard rock (i.e., limestone and sandstone) in each layer and the
distance above the mined coal seam.

S ( x, z i ) 
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Ri

W di 2  x



d i1  x

a  n  Ri
U ( x, z i )  i
h

S ( x  x , , z i 1 )  e
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 Ri 

2

dx ,
i = 1, 2, …, n (5)



W di 2  x

d i1  x

S ( x  x , , z i 1 )  x ,  e

 x, 

 
R 
 i

2

dx ,

i = 1, 2, …, n (6)

The differential strata movements in both horizontal and vertical directions will cause
deformations in the subsurface strata. In surface subsidence studies, the surface deformations
are traditionally described by slope, strain and curvature. However, for applications dealing
with subsurface subsidence, the distributions of horizontal, vertical and total strains in the
overburden strata could be much more valuable for assessing the subsidence influences to
subsurface structures, hydrological system and gob well degasification operations.
The horizontal strain (x) is defined as the first derivative of horizontal displacement
with respect to x (Eq. 7). Sufficient horizontal strain could cause vertical fractures or even
cracks in the strata. The vertical strain (z) is defined as the first derivative of subsurface
subsidence with respect to z (Eq. 8). Sufficient vertical strain could cause bed separations along
the strata bedding planes or even step cracks. The total strain (t), defined in Eq. 9, is an
indicator of the severity of expansion or shrinkage of a volume of rock strata under the
influence of subsidence process. It should be noted that the expansive type of total strain (in
positive value), reflecting the intensity of voids, is an indicator of the increase in porosity and
permeability for seepage flows of gases or water in the subsurface strata. For simplicity, the
expansive total strain is also called void intensity. The approaches and methodologies
developed to use the predicted subsurface deformations in assessing the stabilities of mine
structures and the indirect MSM interactions are shown in the later sections.
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 x ( x, z ) 

dU ( x, z )
dx

(7)

 z ( x, z ) 

dS ( x, z )
dz

(8)

 t ( x, z)   x   z   x   z

(9)

Demonstration of Subsurface Subsidence Prediction Model
A longwall mine case in which both surface and subsurface subsidence has been
monitored is selected for demonstrating the proposed mathematical model and the computer
program. The site is located in the northern Appalachian coal fields.
The longwall panel of the study area is 437 m (1,433 ft) wide and the overburden depth
is 187 m (612 ft). A mining height of 2.3 m (7.7 ft) is used in the prediction. Table 3 shows the
geological column of the overburden strata. To perform the subsurface subsidence prediction
with the program, the overburden is divided into 20 equal horizontal layers, and the
determined percent of the hard rock in each layer is shown in Fig. 5. Two layers with high
percentages of hard rock strata (99% and 100%) are presented at 65 and 121 m (214 and 398 ft)
below the ground surface.
Table 2 Geological column of the overburden
Rock Type Thickness(m) Depth(m) Rock Type Thickness(m) Depth(m) Rock Type Thickness(m) Depth(m)
Top Soil
4.3
4.3
Sandstone
12.7
78.1 Sandstone
0.6
159.4
Shale
15.0
19.4
Shale
4.1
82.1 Shale
1.2
160.6
Sandstone
1.3
20.7
Coal
1.1
83.2 Coal
0.2
160.8
Shale
2.6
23.2
Shale
2.0
85.2 Shale
1.4
162.3
Sandstone
1.8
25.0
Sandstone
5.5
90.7 Limestone
9.9
172.2
Shale
4.0
29.0
Limestone
0.7
91.4 Shale
1.2
173.4
Coal
0.5
29.5
Shale
3.5
94.9 Limestone
2.3
175.7
Shale
9.9
39.4
Sandstone
15.9
110.8 Shale
1.1
176.8
Sandstone
3.2
42.6
Shale
2.1
112.9 Limestone
0.6
177.4
Shale
1.9
44.5
Limestone
3.1
116.0 Shale
5.0
182.3
coal
0.3
44.8
Sandstone
2.0
118.0 Coal
0.1
182.4
Shale
3.8
48.6
Shale
1.8
119.8 Shale
0.2
182.6
Sandstone
1.1
49.7
Limestone
14.7
134.5 Coal
0.4
183.0
Shale
9.5
59.3
Shale
2.1
136.6 Shale
3.2
186.2
Limestone
0.6
59.9
Limestone
10.5
147.1 Coal
0.2
186.4
Shale
1.0
60.9
Shale
8.9
156.0 Shale
0.1
186.5
Coal
0.4
61.3
Coal
1.7
157.7 Coal
2.3
188.9
Shale
4.1
65.4
Shale
1.1
158.8
14
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The program determiness the final subsidence pparameters for each layyer based on
n the
d empirical equations.
e
The
T profiles of the prediicted final su
ubsurface su
ubsidence on the
proposed
top surfaace of the layers are plotted in Fig. 6. In t he plotting,, the verticcal subsiden
nce is
exaggeraated by 10 tiimes so thatt the displaccements cann be visually observable. The percen
ntage
of the haard rocks in
n each layerr is also plottted beside the predictted subsiden
nce. Due to
o the
symmetrrical features of the sub
bsidence pro
ofiles, only tthe subsiden
nce profiles over one half of
the longw
wall panel are plotted in
n the figure.. It shows thhat the subssidence profiles formed at all
layers exxhibits the super‐critica
s
al nature with a flat baasin bottom. This agreees well the high
width/de
epth ratio off 2.34 which
h is significantly higher tthan the width/depth rratio of valu
ue 1.2
for a crittical subside
ence basin in
i the same
e region. Figgure 6 also shows that the flat bo
ottom
portion in a lower layyer is wider than that in
n an upper laayer as expeected. Thouggh not very eeasily
ble from the
e plot, there
e is a signifiicant differeential subsid
dence a stro
ong layer an
nd its
discernib
underlyin
ng weak laye
ers.

Figure 5 Percent
P
of harrd rock in thee overburden llayers
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Figurre 6 Final sub
bsurface subsiidence profilees formed at ddifferent levells above the llongwall paneel

In
n order to calibrate the subsurface subsidencee prediction model, the data from tthree
extensom
meter monitoring hole
es drilled over the llongwall paanel have been colleected.
Extensom
meters have
e been used
d in various research prrojects to m
measure the lowering o
of the
subsurface strata in relation to the ground surface. W ith the meaasured surface subsiden
nce at
the top of the exte
ensometer borehole, the
t
subsurfaace subsideence along the boreho
ole at
e mined coall seam can bbe determin
ned. The gen
neral information
differentt strata levells above the
about eaach of the daata collectio
on sites is shown in Tablle 4. The thrree sites were located aat the
panel edge, at a quaarter of pane
el width to the edge andd at the pan
nel center, w
which are about 0
m (0 ft),, 106.7 m (350 ft) and 213.4 m (7
700 ft) from
m the panel edge respectively. In each
borehole
e, 18 anchorrs were instaalled in diffe
erent levels over the coaal seam. Thee lowest ancchors
were located about 64.6 m (212
2.0 ft) above
e the coal seeam while the uppermo
ost anchors were
located about
a
178.0 m (584.0 ft) from the mining
m
level.
The borehole
e extensome
eter monitoring results were analyyzed in comparison with
h the
predictio
on results frrom the ne
ew subsurfaace subsidennce predictiion program
m. Due to ssome
installatio
on problemss and adversse strata mo
ovements, thhe section 1 of boreholee 1 and sectiion 1,
2 of bore
ehole 2 werre damaged, and the re
esults were unreliable. The comparrison of the final
subsurface subsidence predictio
on results an
nd boreholee extensomeeter monitorring results were
shown in
n Table 4. Th
he errors off prediction are also listted in this taable. It sho
ows that thee final
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surface subsidence prediction for the three borehole locations matches the borehole
extensometer monitoring results well.
Table 3 Subsurface subsidence monitoring site anchor locations*

Anchor Number
Section 1

1
62.90

2
69.57

3
76.22

4
82.89

5
89.57

6
96.24

Borehole 1 Section 2
Section 3
Section 1

102.89

109.56

116.24

122.88

129.56

136.23

142.91
64.61

149.55
71.28

156.23
77.96

162.90
84.60

169.58
91.28

176.22
97.95

Borehole 2 Section 2
Section 3

104.63

111.27

117.95

124.62

131.30

137.94

144.62

151.29

157.94

164.61

171.29

177.96

Section 1
Borehole 3 Section 2
Section 3

69.42
109.44

76.10
116.09

82.77
122.76

89.42
129.44

96.09
136.11

102.77
142.76

149.43

156.11

162.75

169.43

176.10

182.78

*Vertical distance above the coal seam, m

Table 4 Comparison of subsurface subsidence prediction and field monitoring results

Anchor
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
17

Field
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.147
0.150
0.151
0.154
0.165
0.165
0.165
0.165
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Borehole 1
Prediction
0.110
0.115
0.121
0.126
0.133
0.141
0.149
0.160
0.171
0.177
0.168
0.183
0.202
0.224
0.252
0.286
0.325
0.372

Error
9.4%
5.3%
1.1%
‐3.7%
9.5%
6.0%
1.4%
‐3.9%
‐3.8%
‐7.4%
‐1.7%
‐10.6%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Field
1.402
1.547
1.547
1.547
1.547
1.547
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Borehole 2
Prediction
1.588
1.610
1.630
1.649
1.666
1.683
1.698
1.713
1.727
1.741
1.756
1.769
1.783
1.797
1.812
1.828
1.844
1.861

Error
‐13.3%
‐4.1%
‐5.4%
‐6.6%
‐7.7%
‐8.8%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Field
1.560
1.613
1.626
1.689
1.689
1.689
1.709
1.735
1.735
1.735
1.735
1.758
1.758
1.821
1.821
1.847
1.847
1.847

Borehole 3
Prediction
1.597
1.617
1.636
1.654
1.670
1.685
1.700
1.715
1.728
1.742
1.756
1.769
1.783
1.797
1.812
1.828
1.844
1.861

Error
‐2.4%
‐0.3%
‐0.6%
2.1%
1.1%
0.2%
0.5%
1.2%
0.4%
‐0.4%
‐1.2%
‐0.7%
‐1.4%
1.3%
0.5%
1.0%
0.1%
‐0.8%
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To calibrate the subsurface dynamic subsidence prediction model, the measured
subsurface subsidence and surface subsidence at the location of borehole 3 is plotted against
the distance that the longwall face has passed the extensometer boreholes in Fig. 7. The
subsidence process at all the subsurface and surface points develops when the face is about
27.4 m (90 ft) inby the borehole location. Then the subsidence process accelerated before the
longwall face reached a distance between 12.2 and 18.3 m (40 and 60 ft) outby the borehole
locations. Figure 3.14 also shows that the lower level strata subside earlier and more than the
upper strata.
0

182.78
162.75
142.76
122.76
102.77
82.77
186.54

0.2
0.4

Subsidence, m

0.6
0.8

176.1
156.11
136.11
116.09
96.09
76.1

169.43
149.43
129.44
109.44
89.42
69.42

1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2

‐150

‐100

‐50

0

50
100
Distance Face Past, m

150

200

250

Figure 7 Subsidence development curves at borehole 3

This case shows that the subsurface subsidence prediction model is accurate. As any
methods to study the subsurface ground control problems associated with large‐movement
and large‐deformation, the first step of success is to obtain accurate information about the
ground movements. After that accurate deformations in the subsurface strata can be obtained
from the predicted movements by using proper differentiation techniques.
Figures 8 and 9 show the contour plots of the predicted final vertical and total strain,
respectively. Because of the differential strata movements in both horizontal and vertical
directions, deformations are induced in the subsurface strata. In these plots, the strain
distribution, especially that of the total strain, changed the patterns considerably in the level
with harder rock layers at the depths of 65 and 121 m (214 and 398 ft). The presence of the
thick hard rock layers will reduce the peak total strains above them but spread them in a larger
area.
18
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Figure 8 Contour
C
plot of
o final subsurface verticall strain above the longwalll panel

Figure 9 Contour
C
plot of
o final subsurface void inttensity above the longwalll panel
19
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MET
THODS TO
O STUDY DIRECT
D
M
MSM INTERACTION
NS
As
A mentione
ed in the previous
p
secction, the laarge‐movem
ment and laarge‐deformation
induced MSM interaactions can be in the direct form ccausing failu
ure of mine structures. This
type of in
nteractions can
c affect mining
m
operattions, and inn severe casee can inducee coal bumpss as a
serious safety hazard
d. For exam
mple as show
wn in Fig. 10,, Stemple (11956) reported that the most
common phenomenon observed
d in the upp
per seam m ining operattion affected by lower seam
mining was
w crackingg or horizontal parting of
o the overllying strata. The upper seam was often
displaced
d vertically from
f
a fracttion of an in
nch to as m
much as a feew feet. Thiss bed separration
caused either
e
the flo
oor to drop away
a
from the coal or thhe coal to seeparate from
m the roof. O
Other
disturban
nces caused by the extraaction of the
e lower seam
m were rooff falls, floor h
heaves, and pillar
crushing or squeezin
ng, which maay be observed with sinngle seam m
mining but are aggravateed by
overminiing. Stemple
e also noted
d that maxim
mum disturbbance in thee upper seaam was geneerally
observed
d when isolaated pillars, groups
g
of pillars, or solidd coal (barriier pillars, ch
hain pillars) were
left in th
he lower seaam. This cau
used the upper seam too shear alon
ng the coal line in the lower
seam. However,
H
Sttemple repo
orted that the maxim
mum damagge area often did no
ot lie
immediately over th
he edge of the coal but at a distancce of 100 to
o 300 feet aaway, on thee gob
side.

Figure 10 Dissturbance in a superjacent seam (Stempple, 1956)
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h
depeend on the interburden
n characteriistics,
The severity of MSM interactions heavily
equence, seam heights and mining methods appplied, time interval between the m
mining
mining se
activitiess in neighbo
oring seams and sometimes local ttopographic and hydroggraphic feattures.
Among these factorss, the interbu
urden characteristics aree the most ccritical factors in determ
mining
nteractions. The interbburden charaacteristics in
nclude thickkness,
the potential for sevvere MSM in
e, the numb
ber of layerss and percen
ntage of harrd rock. Witthin the inteeractive distance,
rock type
typically about 10 times of th
he mining height
h
in thhe lower seeam, interb
burden thickkness
determin
nes the inte
ensity and types of in
nteraction. TThe intensitty of the M
MSM interaaction
generallyy is inverse
ely proportiional to the thicknesss of the in
nterburden. Strata in
n the
interburd
den that havve high elasstic moduluss, such as sandstone an
nd limeston
ne are stifferr and
tend to bridge.
b
There
efore, the interactive disstance decreeases with in
ncreasing peercentage off hard
rocks (i.e
e., sandstone
e and limestone) in the interburden .
Tyypical surfacce and subsu
urface subsidence formed over a fu
ull or high exxtraction panel is
shown in
n Fig. 11. Th
he major strrata deformaations occurr in a zone w
with it outerr limit defineed by
the angle
e of draw an
nd inner lim
mit by an anggle of full suubsidence. The major influence zo
one is
also divid
ded by the line of inflection point th
hat is actuallly located o
over the min
ned‐out paneel. In
the part of major inffluence zone
e outside the line of infflection poin
nt, the overb
burden stratta are
subject to tension. Inside the lin
ne of inflectio
on point, thee ground is iin compression.

Figure 11
1 Formation of subsidence
s
trou
ugh above mineed-out panel (Haycocks et al., 11982)
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Method to Assess Overall MSM Interactions
A multi‐seam mining interaction analysis software program, UGLY (Upperseam Gateroad
Longwall Stability), was developed by Luo et al., (1997) and Kaniganti, (1996) to determine the
amount of damage in the upper seam when the lower seam had been mined out previously.
The program is applicable to both room‐and‐pillar mining and longwall mining. The damage
rating is defined by
0.05

 3m
( HR ) h 
0.07
DR  1.69  lower
 el T
H
in


where, DR ‐ damage rating
mlower ‐ lower seam mining height.
h‐
overburden thickness (ft).
Hin ‐
interburden thickness (ft).
HR ‐ percentage of hard rock in interburden (%).
el ‐
extraction ratio of lower seam.
T‐
time delay between mining of the upper and lower seams (year).

(10)

The expected mine damages for the determined damage rating are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Upper seam damage rating system for overmining operations (Zhou, 1988)

Damage Rating

Characteristics

1.12 ‐‐ No Damage

Normal conditions; conditions no worse than mining in undisturbed
areas.

1.56 ‐‐ Negligible Damage

Fractures present in upper seam, but no associated roof problems; no
displacements; no difficulty of mining due to the lower seam extraction.

2.00 ‐‐ Moderate Damage

Fractures with visible movement; occasional broken roof and/or coal;
water entering; mined with minimum or no extra support.

2.44 ‐‐ Considerable Damage

Roof problems encountered; seam broken; some bottom heaves and
pillar spalling; mined with increased timber support and slate work;
occasional loss of coal.

2.88 ‐‐ Severe Damage

Major roof problems encountered; entire entry caved; bottom heaved;
top broken; coal crushed or cut out; mined with heavy support or
certain amount of coal lost.

3.32 ‐‐ Very Severe Damage

Coal abandoned; mining too dangerous or too costly to continue; large
amount of coal lost.
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Pillar Stability under MSM Influence
The stability of a mine pillars located in the subsidence zone caused by mining in the
underlying coal seam could be affected. The subsidence in the overburden strata not only
changes the loads on the pillars and but also the pillar strength. This section provides the
methods to link the predicted subsurface deformations to the pillar load and strength.

Pillar Load Determination
Change in the pillar load can be related to the differential subsidence between the roof
and floor line of the pillar, or the vertical strain. The pillar load under the influence of
subsurface subsidence, σp’, can be estimated by the following equation. In this equation, σp is
the pillar load prior to the subsurface subsidence influence which is normally determined using
the tributary load method, Ec is the Young’s modulus of the coal pillar, and εv is the subsidence‐
induced vertical strain at the location of pillar which can be predicted using the subsurface
subsidence prediction model.

 'p   p  Ec   v

(11)

Pillar Strength Determination
The strength of a coal pillar increases with the confinement pressure that is subject to.
In single seam mining sitting, the pillar confinement is reflected by the pillar width (Wp) to
height (Hp) ratio. The pillar strength in single‐seam mining condition, Sp, is estimated using the
popular Bieniawski’s formula as shown in Eq. 12. For most US coal mines, a value of 900 psi is
normally used for in-situ coal strength (σ1) in Eq. 12. Smaller σ1 values are used for some
special cases. For example, if the overburden cover is small, σ1 = 800 psi has been used by
some mining companies when they are mining in shallow area. When mine floor is weak and
water sensitive such as that in Illinois coal field, σ1 = 600 psi is even used.

S p   1 (0.64  0.36

Wp
Hp

)

(12)

Under the subsidence influence caused by an underlying mining operation, the
confinement to the pillars can be further affected by subsidence‐induced void intensity.
Therefore, the pillar strength should be modified to consider the subsidence influence.
Equation 13 is proposed to determine the pillar strength under the influence of subsurface
subsidence, Sp’. In this equation, λ is the pillar strength reduction factor and the method to
determine it is discussed in the following section.
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(13)

In order to account for the effects of subsurface subsidence on the pillar strength, the
Hoek‐Brown failure criterion is adopted here to evaluate the pillar strength. The generalized
Hoek‐Brown (1997) failure criterion for jointed rock masses is defined by Eq. 14. The mb, s and a
in this equation are material constants. In this equation, σ1’ and σ3’ are the major and minor
effective principal stresses at failure, respectively. The σci is the uniaxial compressive strength
of the intact rock material.

 3'
 s) a
     ci (mb
 ci
'
1

'
3

(14)

When considering the strength of a pillar, it is useful to have an estimate of the overall
strength of the pillar rather than a detailed knowledge of the extent of fracture propagation in
the pillar. This leads to the concept of a global “rock mass strength” that could be estimated by
the following Mohr‐Coulomb relationship as proposed by Hoek and Brown Criterion 2002 (Hoek
et al, 2002). In Eq. 15, c’is the cohesion and ϕ’ is the angle of internal friction.

Sp 

2c ' cos '
1  sin  '

(15)

Equation 15 can be further derived into Eq. 16 in the stress range of σt< σ3’< σci/4. The
relationship between k and the material constants (i.e., mb, s and a) are shown in Eq. 17. The
pillar strength reduction factor, λ, is shown Eq. 18.

S p'  kci

(16)


mb  4s  a(mb  8s)(mb / 4  s) a1
k
2(1  a)(2  a)



S p'
Sp



k ' ci k '

k ci
k

(17)

(18)

In Eq. 18 for the pillar strength reduction factor, the last part K’/K reflects the ratio of
pillar strengths when the pillar is disturbed and undisturbed by subsidence from mining the
underlying coal seam, respectively. The reduced material constant, mb, is a function of the
material constant, mi, in the original condition, the rock’s geological strength index (GSI) and
the degree of disturbance (D) as shown in Eq. 19. The coefficients s and a for the rock mass are
determined by Eqs. 20 and 21, respectively.
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(19)
(20)
(21)

In these equations, coefficient D is a factor reflecting the degree of disturbance to which
the rock mass has been subjected by blasting damage and stress relaxation. It varies from 0 for
undisturbed in situ rock masses to 1 for very disturbed rock masses. The significance of the
parameters and their values can be found in a publication by Hoek (2004).
The Geological Strength Index (GSI) provides a system for estimating the reduction in
rock mass strength for different geological conditions. The GSI takes into account of the
geometrical shape of intact rock fragments as well as the condition of joint faces. For
underground structures such as tunnels, slopes and mine openings that are easy to access and
observe the geological conditions, the GSI is determined using the method proposed by Hoek
and Brown (1997). However, in this research, the geological conditions of the subsurface
structures under the disturbance of the subsurface subsidence are very hard to be observed
directly. The subsurface total strain in the rock mass can be considered as a mining‐induced
geological condition of the rock mass. An empirical formula is established here to estimate the
GSI for the subsurface structures based on the subsurface total strain (t) distribution.

GSI  75  0.95( t 103 )

(22)

In order to calibrate the empirical formula, numerical simulations are also performed.
The Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) program package, capable for elasto‐plastic
analysis of rock excavations with strain softening using the linear Mohr‐Coloumb failure
criterion, is used in the simulation. A FLAC3D model is developed to study the coal pillar
strength under the influence of subsurface subsidence. The model consists of 8 ft coal seam, 30
ft thick roof strata and 36 ft thick floor strata as shown in Fig. 12. The 20‐ft entry and crosscut
are used in the modeling.
Elastic perfectly plastic Mohr‐Coulomb model is assigned for the rock strata. Strain
softening Mohr‐Coulomb model is assigned for the coal seam. Roller boundary conditions were
assigned along the sides and bottom of the model. In order to establish the peak load for the
pillar to carry, the velocity of the vertical displacement on top of the model is fixed at a
constant value of ‐1×10‐5 ft/sec. The sum of the reaction forces at the base of the model is
obtained via a FISH function (Itasca, 2006) to estimate the average vertical stress developed in
25
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the pillarr. Four pillarr widths of 24, 40, 56, and 80 ft reeflecting thee pillar width to height ratio
(W/H) off 3, 5, 7 and 10 are simullated. The resulting streess strain rellationships aare plotted in Fig.
13.

Figure 12 3-D discretized
d view of quaarter pillars (W
W/H=5)
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Figure 13 Stress

n order to simulate th
he subsurface subsidennce effect on the pillar strength, the
In
horizontaal and verticcal strains arre simulated
d by applyingg the displaccements on the side and the
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top of the model respectively at a constant value of ‐1×10‐5 ft/sec. Different subsurface
deformation values are simulated with this model. The numerical simulation results are
compared to the results of the previous analytical model (Eq. 13) for validation purpose in Fig.
14. It shows the proposed pillar strength formula to consider the subsurface subsidence effects
agree well with the numerical simulation results.
3000
Analytical Model

2500

Pillar Strength (psi)

FLAC3D
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Total Strain (ft/ft)

Figure 14 Comparison between proposed pillar strength formula and FLAC modeling results

Figure 14 shows that the pillar strength would decrease with the confinement pressure
that is related to the increased void intensity caused by the subsurface subsidence process.
However, the formula derived based on the Hoek‐Brown (1997) failure criterion for jointed rock
masses to link the subsurface void intensity to the pillar strength (Eq. 13) is complicated to use.
For simplicity and accuracy, Eq. 23 is proposed to determine the pillar strength under multi‐
seam mining influence. In this equation, εt is the total strain, Sp is the strength of the pillars
without multi‐seam mining influence, Sp’ is the strength of the pillars with multi‐seam mining
influence. The strength reduction coefficient, a, can be determined based on regression studies
of case data, it is recommended to be in the range of ‐30 to ‐10 for the coal mines in the
eastern US.

S p'  S p e a t

(23)

Pillar Stability Factor
The pillar stability factors under multi‐seam influence, SF’, defined by Eq. 24, can be
assessed based on the determined pillar load (p’) and pillar strength (Sp’). If the pillar stability
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factor un
nder the dissturbance off mine subssurface subssidence is leess than a ccritical valuee, the
pillar cou
uld fail. Baased on the published investigatio n cases (Mo
orsy et al., 2006; Markk and
Barker, 2012),
2
it is proposed thaat a critical stability
s
factoor for pillarss to fail in a large area is 1.0.
When th
he failure off the pillars occurs in a sufficientlyy large contiiguous area, it could in
nduce
additionaal subsurface
e and surfacce subsidencce other thann that causeed by the acttive mine alo
one.

SF 
'

S 'p

(24)

 'p

Roof Stability und
der MSM Influence
I
Roof falls havve been the No. 1 safetyy threat to uunderground
d miners. Co
ommon rooff falls
in coal mines
m
are resulted from roof tensile
e failures annd roof cutteers. Exceptt for the geo
ologic
effects, the
t induced stress by su
urface sharp
p valley and multi‐seam mining is th
he main cau
use of
roof insttability (Mo
oebs and Sttateham, 19
986). In muulti‐seam m
mining operaations, wheen an
undergro
ound coal mine
m
is affectted by minin
ng activities conducted in the underlying coal sseam,
the origin
nally stable mine roof co
ould become unstable. Roof tensio
on cracks cou
uld be inducced in
zones with high tenssile strain (Fiig. 15). Roof cutters aree more likelyy to occur in
n zones with
h high
shear strress at the corner
c
of the mine entrries. Roof teension crackks and cutters do not allways
lead to roof falls. Maany roof ten
nsion cracks and cutterss stayed the same throu
ughout the w
whole
entry/cro
osscut life ass they were found, whille others proogressed to various stagges and stop
pped.
The rate of propagaation of tenssion cracks and cutterss from stagee to stage also varies (P
Peng,
2007).

MSM Caused
Roof Crrack

Figure 15 Roof cracks caused by MSM
M interactions and standing su
upports employyed
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MSM Influence to Roof Cracks
The changes of the strains on the roof of the upper seam panels caused by subsurface
deformations can be predicted by the previous described subsurface subsidence prediction
model. The predicted horizontal strain, instead of commonly stress, of the roof rock strata can
be used to assess the stability of the roof. Based on the numerous subsidence cases, a tensile
strain higher than 2×10‐3 ft/ft is normally capable of causing hairline cracks in the immediate
mine roof if it is made of shale type rock (Luo and Qiu, 2012b). Table 6 shows the physical and
mechanical properties of four common coal measure rocks. The tensile strain at failure for two
types of rocks, sandstone and mudstone, are shown in the last column of the table. It should
be noted that the maximum subsurface tensile strain can easily exceed the critical strains.
Therefore, similar to subsidence damages to surface structures, subsurface tensile strain caused
by mining in underlying coal seam should also be the No. 1 causes to roof falls. Once hairline
cracks are developed in the mine roof, adequate efforts should made to prevent the cracked
roof from potentially developing into massive roof falls.
Table 6 Physical and Mechanical Properties of Coal Measure Rocks in Dry Condition (Zhao)
3

Dry Density, lbs/ft
Min
max
Sandstone
119
161
Shale
125
150
Mudstone
113
168
Limestone
167
170
Rock Type

UC Strength, psi Tensile Strength, psi
Min
max
Min
max
2,900 24,650
580
3,625
725 14,500
290
1,450
1,450 14,500
725
4,350
4,350 36,250
870
3,625

Young's Modulus, psi Poisson's Strain at
Ratio Failure, %
Min
max
2.175E+06 7.250E+06
0.14
0.20
7.250E+05 4.350E+06
0.10
7.250E+05 1.015E+07
0.15
0.15
2.900E+06 1.015E+07
0.30

MSM Influences to Cutter Roof
It is clear that the cutter roof problems normally developed at the pillar‐roof corner
areas are caused by high shear strain. Despite of numerical modeling attempts, reliable
methods to assess the potential and severity of roof cutter problems are yet to develop. Using
the subsidence theory approach, the compressive type of total strain or a new deformation
term derived from the predicted subsurface movements, added with location and property of
mine pillar, could be a good indicator for MSM induced roof cutters. However, additional
research should be conducted to study the mechanism and develop the method for assessing
cutter roof potentials when MSM interactions are involved.

Floor Stability under MSM Influences
The mine subsidence caused by the extraction of the underlying coal seam could also
destabilize the floors of the mine entries in the upper seam mine operations. Unstable mine
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floors are mainly shown in floor cracks in high tension and high convex bending zones and floor
heaves in high compression zones.

MSM Influences to Mine Floor Cracks
The mechanism for strata subsidence to cause floor cracks should be similar to that
cause roof crack, that is, the subsidence‐induced tensile strain could cause cracks in mine floor
if the tensile strain is larger than the critical strain for the floor rock. It should be noted that the
maximum tensile strain induced by full or high extraction mining operation in underlying coal
seam is generally full capable of creating floor cracks. The subsidence‐induced curvature could
also cause cracks on brittle floor rock layer. Since the point of maximum tensile strain (h,max)
and the point of maximum convex curvature (kmax) induced by a subsidence event generally
occur at the same point, the maximum strain on the top surface of the floor layer (max) can be
determined by Eq. 25. In the equation, b is the thickness of the rock layer. The resulting
maximum strain can be checked against the tensile strain at failure shown in Table 6.
,

(25)

When the floor cracks are large and deep enough to connect any pressurized water and
gas sources in underlying abandoned coal mines or reservoirs, sudden release of gas and/or
water from these sources could occur. In such cases, hazardous conditions could be induced by
indirect MSM interactions. The size and distribution of these floor cracks depend on the tensile
strains on the floor strata and the geological properties.

MSM Influences to Mine Floor Heave
For mining in single coal seam, two common types of mine floor heaves are
encountered both involving soft and weak floor strata as shown in Fig. 16. In the first type, the
immediate mine floor is made up with thick weak strata such as weak shale or claystone. The
weak floor, being a low modulus material, could result in “hump‐like” floor heaves under high
compressive total strain and high pillar load.
However, if a relatively thin layer of strong immediate mine floor, such as sandstone and
limestone, sits on thick weak and soft strata, a “buckling” type floor heave may result (Matetic
et al., 1987). Under the compressive total strain and pillar load, the underlying soft strata
would flow toward the less confined area of mine entry. The harder surface rock layer above
the deformed soft strata can be easily bent and broken in area with convex curvature.
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Figure 16 Two types off floor heavess (after Peng, 2008)

e type of tottal strain cou
uld further in
ntensify the floor
The subsidence‐induced compressive
heave problems. Though
T
seve
ere floor he
eaves couldd cause sign
nificant prob
blems to m
mining
ely create co
onditions haazards to mi ne safety. TTherefore, th
he MSM ind
duced
operations, they rare
etails in the report.
floor heaave problems are not disscussed in de

STUDIES
S
OF
O INDIRE
ECT MSM
M INTERAC
CTIONS
In
n the second type or in
ndirect Interractions, su bsidence‐ind
duced fracture zones in
n the
interburd
den strata co
onnect the active
a
mine to
t old mine workings orr previously sealed minees. In
such case
e, leakage paths are formed for watter, gases annd air to flow
w between tthe old minee and
active mine.
m
More
e severe saafety proble
ems than tthe problem
ms caused by direct MSM
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interactions, such as water inundations, sudden methane inrushes, and spontaneous
combustions, can occur. These problems can seriously disrupt mining operations and threaten
the safety of miners.

Interburden Stability
In both undermining and overmining cases, the previously mined gob could be flooded
or filled with explosive gases. The mine subsidence caused by the full or high extraction mining
in the lower seam could induce zone of fractures in the interburden near panel edges. The
connected fracture zone between the mined coal seams induced by subsurface subsidence
process could channel the accumulated methane or water in the sealed mine areas to rush into
the active working to create a hazardous condition. The flow rate of water and/or gases
depends mainly how permeable these zones of fractures are to the water and gases. Since the
subsurface subsidence prediction model can predict the magnitude and distribution of various
subsurface deformations, the model can be used to guide mine design to avoid excessively
disturbed zones and to plan ahead of any mitigation measures to minimize such influences.
The subsurface subsidence process produces localized deformation zones in the
interburden strata. For example, a zone of expansive total strain (void intensity) will be created
in the interburden near the edge of the panel on each side. The maximum void intensity at a
given level above the mine gob is located a short distance inside the panel edge. Separated by
the neutral zone, a zone of compressive total strain will be located further inward from the
expansion zone. Depending on size of the panel, the total strain in the interburden over the
central portion of the panel could vary from minor expansive at the lower level to minor
compressive at upper level. In the zones of expansive total strain, the permeability of the
interburden strata to gas and water flows will increase, whereas, the permeability will decrease
in the compression zones. Potential leakage paths for water and/or gas due to significantly
increased permeability are formed in contiguous zones with sufficient expansive total strain.
Therefore, the main effort for studying the indirect MSM interactions is concentrated on to link
the predicted subsurface strata deformations to the changes in permeability. The following
equation has been derived to evaluate the subsurface subsidence influence on the permeability
change in the interburden strata (Qiu and Luo, 2013).
 t
1
0
K  Ko 
 1 t



where, K 32
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rock permeability under subsidence influence.
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Case De
emonstrattions
Tw
wo cases involving mining operatio
ons in close ly spaced tw
wo coal seams are show
wn in
this sectiion to demonstrate the methodologgy and capabbility to apply the subsu
urface subsid
dence
predictio
on in studyin
ng the MSM interactions. A prograam based on the subsurface subsid
dence
predictio
on model an
nd MSM inte
eractions, CISPM‐MS, iss applied in these casess to facilitatee the
computaations involved.

Case Dem
monstration
n No. 1
In
n this case, the
t program
m CISMP‐MS is used to simulate the mechanism
ms involved in the
damagess to subsurfaace mine stru
uctures and to surface sstructures in a multi‐seam mining caase as
shown in
n Fig. 17.

Figure 17 Spatial rellationships am
mong surface structures annd mains in thhe mines in thhe Sewickley aand
Pittssburgh Seamss
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In the case, the active mine was in the upper Sewickley coal seam and an abandoned
coal mine was in the lower Pittsburgh coal seam. The interburden between the two seams was
about 27.4 m (90 ft). The Pittsburgh seam had been mined in the 1960’s using the room and
pillar method and closed afterwards. Pillars in a portion of mine were extracted as shown in
Fig. 17. The boundary between the pillared area and the area with development mining only in
the Pittsburgh seam are also shown in this figure. To protect an active gas well, a large support
area was left in the Pittsburgh coal seam. The irregularly shaped support area was about 76.2
m (250 ft) long and 45.7 m (150 ft) wide. The contour lines of the floor elevation in the lower
seam are also plotted in Fig. 17. The coal seam dipping direction is toward the west.
The active room and pillar mine in the upper Sewickley coal seam was developing its
main entries as shown in Fig. 17. The spatial relationship between the two residential
structures (a house and a workshop) is also shown in the figure.
Based on the mine closure agreement, the mine water level in the abandoned mine in
the lower seam was continuously monitored even it had been closed. When the mine water
level reached the area passing the large support area for the gas well, severe damages of mine
structures occurred in the active mine and damages were observed on the two surface
structures.
On the ground surface, a ground crack and a depression zone were observed near the
surface structures. Underground observations made in the active mine indicate that rib spall
and cutters are more prevalent in the area around the boundary line between pillared and
unpillared areas in the Pittsburgh seam. Massive roof falls were observed in the entries in the
active mine appeared to coincide with the edge of the support pillar area with the west end of
the roof fall extended further away from the support area.
In order to study the subsurface subsidence effects of the Pittsburgh seam on the
Sewickley seam mine pillars and entries, predictions are performed along the cross‐section A‐A’
and in a rectangular area of BCDE as shown in Fig. 17. The predicted subsurface subsidence and
subsurface void intensity distribution in the Sewickley seam in the specified rectangular area of
BCDE are plotted in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. The subsurface subsidence along the
prediction line A‐A’ at the Sewickley seam around the support pillar area of the Pittsburgh seam
is predicted using CISMP‐MS and the results are shown in Fig. 20. It is assumed that the weak
mine roof strata immediately above the Pittsburgh coal seam was considerably weakened and
caused failure of the remnant pillars in the pillared area. In the prediction, the failure of the
remnant pillar in large area was the cause of the ground subsidence.
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Fig
gure 18 Predicted subsurfaace subsidence in the Sewi ckley seam inn rectangular area BCDE

Figu
ure 19 Predictted subsurface void intensiity in the Sew
wickley seam in rectangulaar area BCDE
E
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Sewickley Se
eam

Pittsburgh Se
eam

Figure 20
0 Predicted Su
ubsurface sub
bsidence and horizontal
h
strrain along A-A
A’ cross-sectiion in the Sew
wickley
l seam abov
ve the Pittsbuurgh seam

Using
U
the methods
m
de
eveloped previously, tthe subsurfface subsid
dence prediiction
indicatess that the su
ubsurface de
eformation can
c reduce tthe average safety facto
or of mine p
pillars
in the up
pper Sewickley seam by 11.68%. The original piillar safety faactor for thee Sewickley seam
mine was about 8.56
6 supposedlyy for the lon
ng stability oof the main eentries. With the subsid
dence
induced reduction, the pillar safe
ety factor un
nder the subbsurface sub
bsidence influence is stilll 7.56.
This finding agrees well
w with fact that no pillar
p
failure had been o
observed in the active m
mine.
or the
This strongly suggestted that the mining operation in thee Sewickley sseam is not the cause fo
reported
d surface sub
bsidence events. Howe
ever, the repported subsidence even
nts and the mine
structure
e failures we
ere strongly related
r
with
h the movingg water frontt in the Pittssburgh seam
m.
As
A shown in Figure 20, the
t maximum
m strain of the mine ro
oof in the Seewickley seaam at
‐2
the locattion near the edge of th
he support pillar
p
is 1.966×10 m/m (for t/ft). Th
his is significcantly
‐3
higher th
han the prop
posed criticaal tensile strain for roof cracking, 22×10 m/m (ft/ft) and more
than suffficient to caause the roo
of failure in the active mine. Figuree 19 shows the most o
of the
observed
d massive ro
oof falls (in cross hatch pattern) annd roof craccks in the acctive mine in the
Sewickley coal seam are located in the zoness of high voi d intensity.
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Case Dem
monstration
n No. 2
The site of th
he second case study was
w not too ffar away fro
om the one in the first case.
he lower Pitttsburgh coal seam was mined prevviously usingg longwall m
mining method in
Again, th
the late 1980’s (abou
ut 14 years before this investigationn). Room an
nd pillar min
ning method
d was
conducte
ed in the upper Sewickle
ey seam. Th
he interburd en was about 25.9 m (8
85 ft). Signifficant
ground control
c
prob
blems were
e encountere
ed in the uupper seam mine in areas affecteed by
previous longwall subsidence.
n the active mine in the Sewickleyy seam, the main entryy system waas consisted of 8
In
entries when
w
it was at the right side of the Pittsburgh
P
seam longwaall panel, and were conssisted
of 6 entrries when it was above and at the left
l side of tthe Pittsburggh seam lon
ngwall panell (Fig.
21). The
e pillars used
d in the maiins were 18.3 m (60 ft) wide and 118.3 to 36.6 m (60 to 12
20 ft)
long. The
e pillars used
d in the pan
nels were 13
3.7 m × 24.44 m (45 ft × 880 ft). Entriees and crosss‐cuts
were 5.5
5 m (18 ft) wide.
w
The overburden ab
bove the Sew
wickley seam
m in the studied area raanges
from 121
1.9 to 243.8 m (400 to 80
00 ft). The thickness
t
of Sewickley seeam was 1.5
5 m (5 ft).

A
279 0

2365

236 4
235 8
123 4 5 6
232 6

A’’

Figure 21 Mine
M layout and
a topographhic map at stuudy site

In
n the longwaall mine in the lower seaam, the thicckness of thee Pittsburgh seam was 2
2.4 m
(8 ft). Att the study area,
a
3‐entryy gateroad syystem (stiff‐‐yield) pillar design was implementeed for
the Pittsburgh seam
m longwall paanel gateroaad where thhe stiff pillarr dimensions were 21.3
3m×
51.8 m (7
70 ft × 170 ft)
f while the
e yield pillarrs were 10.77 m × 19.8 m (35 ft × 65
5 ft). Entriess and
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crosscutss were 6.1 m (20 ft) wide.
w
The panel width w
was 172.5 m (566 ft) w
wide. Two baarrier
pillars off 23.8 m (78 ft) and 73.2
2 m (240 ft) wide were left to separrate the longwall panel from
the rightt and left sid
de room‐and
d‐pillar pane
els in the Pi ttsburgh seaam respectively. The room‐
and‐pillar section utilized an 8‐entry mains system
s
for Pittsburgh seeam (Fig. 21)). The pillars used
in the room‐and‐pillaar panels we
ere 10.7 m × 19.8 m (355 ft × 65 ft).. Entries and
d cross‐cuts were
4.9 m (16
6 ft) wide.
Figure 22 sho
ows a repressentative ge
eological col umn at the study site. TThe inter‐bu
urden
between Sewickley and Pittsburgh seams was compoosed of shalyy limestonee, sandstonee and
limestone. These strrong rocks represent
r
ab
bout 41% off the inter‐b
burden. Thee immediatee roof
ey seam werre gray shale
e of 0.5 m (1.76 ft) and 00.4 m (1.4 ft)), respectiveely.
and floorr of Sewickle

Figu
ure 22 Geological column at study site

A site investiggation was conducted
c
to
o observed tthe mine strructural failu
ures in the aactive
mine. Th
he field inve
estigation staarted at intersection #22326 (Fig. 55.15) where the upper seam
mains staarts to changge direction and passes over the low
wer seam lo
ongwall paneel. Going inb
by the
mains fro
om intersecttion #2326 to
t intersectio
on # 2790, ssome water came out o
of the left sid
de rib
of entry No. 1. Ne
ear the inte
ersection #2
2326, it wass obvious tthat the en
ntry was dip
pping
downward towards inby
i
the maiins (Fig. 23). Based on thhe measurem
ments, the ssubsidence o
of the
entries in
n the Sewickkley seam staarted to dip towards Pitttsburgh seaam mine gob
b at about 16
6.8 m
(55 ft) from the pan
nel edge. The
e roof was bended
b
obvviously due tto the subsidence causeed by
the longw
wall mining in the Pittsb
burgh seam. At the highh tension zon
ne of the subsidence tro
ough,
“V” shap
pe cracks we
ere formed on
o the shoulder of the eentries (Fig. 24). Near th
he intersection of
#2358, we
w were info
ormed by th
he mine ope
erator that tthere was a small area of roof falll that
occurred
d in 2008.
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Figure 23 Subsidencce downhill fr
from right to lleft

Figure 24 Cracks caused by subsidennce induced ttension
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Near
N
the inte
ersection #23
364, the floo
or was dippiing upward aand it went uphill on so
olid at
about 41
1.8 m (137 ft)
f from the panel edge.. The invest igation endeed at the inttersection ##2790
and switcched to the belt entry to
o go backwaards outby thhe mains. Ad
dditional invvestigations were
conducte
ed along th
his entry. The same su
ubsidence innduced roo
of and floorr bend line was
observed
d in the be
elt entry ne
ear the inte
ersection #22365 (Fig. 225). Simultaaneously, itt was
observed
d that the pillars
p
at the left side of the beltt entry weree in depresssion, which
h was
possible to cause pilllar failure.

Figurre 25 Subsideence up dip inn the belt entryy

The results of
o the field
d investigation for the mains in tthe Sewickleey seam caan be
ollowing, and
d they are all marked onn the mine m
map (Fig. 26)).
summarized in the fo
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mined Pittsb
burgh
seam longwall panel,, more grou
und control problems o
occurred theere than in o
other
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areas.
The subsidence cause
ed by the Pitttsburgh seaam longwall mining indu
uced the roo
of and
ding of the entries
e
of the Sewickley seam mainss.
floor bend
Groundwater came out
o of the rib
b of the solidd coal side off No. 1 entryy.
The pillarrs at the lefft side of th
he belt entrry near the intersection
n #2365 weere in
depressio
on, which waas possible to
o cause pillaar failure.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Figure 26 Field inveestigation resuults at study ssite

In
n order to study the subsurface
s
subsidence effects of the longwaall mining in
n the
Pittsburggh seam on the Sewickley seam miine pillars a nd entries, predictions were performed
along the
e cross‐section A‐A’ as shown in Fiig. 21. The ppredicted su
ubsurface veertical strain
n and
subsurface void inten
nsity distribu
ution along the
t cross‐seection A‐A’ are plotted in
n Figs. 27 an
nd 28,
respectivvely.
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Figure 27
2 Subsurfacee vertical straiin distributionn along the crross-section A
A-A’

Figure 28
2 Subsurfacee void intensitty distributionn along the crross-section A
A-A’
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In Figs 27 and 28, the strain distribution patterns, especially that of the void intensity,
varied considerably in locations with harder rock layers overlying the weak layers at the depths
of 46 and 122 m (150 and 400 ft), respectively. The presence of the thick hard rock layers will
prevent high void intensity developed in the underlying weak layers from propagating directly
upwards while spread them in a larger area. The Sewickley seam pillars C, D, G and H are
located in the major influence zone of the subsidence basin, which are endangered by severe
multi‐seam mining interactions.
Table 7 shows the calculations of the stability factors of the pillars A to J at the Sewickley
seam mains. And the stability factors of pillars A to J with/without multi‐seam mining
interactions are plotted in Fig. 29. Due to the longwall mining in the lower seam, the stability
factors of pillars D and G were actually increased. This was because of the relief zone created
above the longwall of the lower seam. However, the multi‐seam mining had negative effects on
the stability factors of pillars C, E, F and H. Especially for pillars C and H, the stability factors
were reduced from 5.0 to 2.8 and from 5.1 to 2.4 respectively. Through significantly reduced by
the multi‐seam mining interactions, the stability factors were all still large enough to keep the
pillars from failure, which agrees well with the underground observation that the pillars in the
active mine were still intact.
Table 7 Stability factors calculations of the pillars at the upper seam mains
Pillar No.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

L
(m)
26.4
25.2
30.0
31.7
24.5
25.9
24.4
31.9
32.9
23.0

Dimensions
No Multi-seam Interaction
With Multi-seam Interaction
W h Entry Pillar Strength Load
Vertical Strain Horiz. Strain Void Inten. Pillar Strength Load
SF
SF
(m) (m) (m)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(m/m)
(m/m)
(m/m)
(MPa)
(MPa)
18.3 1.5 5.5
34.9
7.3 4.8
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 0.00E+00
34.9
7.3 4.8
18.3 1.5 5.5
34.5
7.4 4.7
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 0.00E+00
34.5
7.4 4.7
18.3 1.5 5.5
36.0
7.2 5.0
1.73E-03
2.00E-02
2.18E-02
20.2
7.2 2.8
18.3 1.5 5.5
36.4
7.1 5.1
1.64E-02
-2.19E-02 -5.91E-03
44.9
7.1 6.3
18.3 1.5 5.5
34.2
7.4 4.6
4.57E-03
0.00E+00
4.57E-03
29.6
7.4 4.0
18.3 1.5 5.5
34.7
7.4 4.7
4.56E-03
0.00E+00
4.56E-03
30.1
7.4 4.1
18.3 1.5 5.5
34.1
7.4 4.6
8.87E-03
-1.57E-02 -7.02E-03
43.8
7.4 5.9
18.3 1.5 5.5
36.5
7.1 5.1
1.27E-02
1.71E-02
2.98E-02
17.1
7.1 2.4
18.3 1.5 5.5
36.7
7.1 5.2 -7.12E-07
5.78E-05
5.71E-05
36.7
7.1 5.2
18.3 1.5 5.5
33.5
7.5 4.5
0.00E+00
0.00E+00 0.00E+00
33.5
7.5 4.5

The entry between pillars C and D was located in the high void intensity zone (Fig. 28),
where the multi‐seam interaction would have had severe effects on the roof of this entry. The
maximum strain of the mine roof in the Sewickley seam at the location near the edge of the
support pillar was 4.24×10‐2 m/m. This was higher than the proposed critical tensile strain for
roof cracking, 2×10‐3 m/m and more than sufficient to cause the roof failure in the active mine.
The roof support in this area should be stronger than other areas. This agrees also well with the
field investigations that there was a roof fall that occurred at the crosscut between pillars C and
D as shown in Fig. 26.
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Pillar No.

Figure 29 Stability factors of the pillars at the upper seam mains with and without multi-seam mining interaction

Assessment of MSM Interaction on Water Leakage
Using Eq. 26, the distribution of permeability after a subsidence process in the
interburden strata can be determined using the predicted subsurface total strain. This piece of
information is essential for any numerical simulation studies to quantify the subsidence
influence on subsurface and surface water bodies. One example of studying longwall mining
influences to a large surface water reservoir (Qiu and Luo, 2013) is shown in this section to
demonstrate the application of this proposed approach though the case is not a MSM
interaction case.
Mining operation in one longwall panel is planned to be conducted directly under the
tail half of a large reservoir while its earth dam is located beyond the panel over the solid coal
as shown in Fig. 30. The longwall panel width is 1,425 ft (434 m). The smallest overburden
depth under the reservoir area is about 720 ft (219 m). One of the main concerns for this study
is whether water leaked from the reservoir would affect the underground longwall operation.
In the study, it is important to find whether contiguous highly‐fractured zones will be formed in
the overburden strata to connect the surface reservoir and the underground longwall gobs.
The provided core log information from a nearby geological exploration hole is shown in
Fig. 31. It shows about 39 ft (12 m) of claystone and shale layer is located right below the
reservoir bottom as shown in Fig. 31. After a 7.9‐ft (2.4 m) sandstone layer, another 36 ft (11 m)
of claystone layer follows. The next 150 ft (46 m) overburden strata contains claystone layers of
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14, 10, 9 and 28 ft (4
4.3, 3.0, 2.7 and 8.5 m) thick. Thereefore, the im
mpermeablee claystone layers
account for
f about 58
8% of the to
op 230 ft (70
0 m) overburrden strata. Two layers of sandstone (28
and 60 ftt or 8.5 and 18.3 m thicck) are locatted about 2440 and 400 fft (73 and 1
122 m) below
w the
bottom of the rese
ervoir, respe
ectively. It is also im portant to note that the presencce of
substantial limestone
e beds in the
e roof of the
e coalbed. FFrom bottom
m up, the maaximum heigght of
the coal seam to be mined is 9.1
1 ft (2.8 m). Three limeestone layerrs, 30, 120 and 8 ft (9.1,, 36.6
and 2.4 m)
m thick, are
e located ab
bout 40, 90 and
a 250 ft (112, 27, 76 m
m) above thee coal seam.. The
limestone is stiffer and stronger than the shaale, claystonne and siltsto
one strata.

Figure 30 The
T reservoirr and the longgwall panels uunder it
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Fig
gure 31 Geolo
ogical columnn at mine site

Using
U
the ne
ew subsurfaace subside
ence predicttion model,, the final movementss and
deformattions in the subsurface strata are predicted. Affter substitu
uting the preedicted finall void
intensity into Eq. 26, the subsidence influen
nce to the ppermeabilityy of overburden strata u
under
the reserrvoir can be
e determined
d and the re
esults are p lotted in Figg. 32. The b
bridging effeect of
the 120‐ft (36.6‐m) thick limesttone layer lo
ocated abouut 90 ft (277 m) above the coal seaam is
clearly shown
s
in th
he figure. This thick competentt rock layerr considerab
bly changess the
distributiion patternss of strata deformation
d
ns and the permeabilityy below and
d above it. The
predictio
on shows that the maximum subsidence influeence on thee strata perrmeability at the
bottom of
o reservoir is that the in
nitial perme
eability will bbe doubled. A zone of h
high permeaability
increase occurred in the area a short
s
distancce inside thee longwall paanel edge.
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Figure 32 Permeability
y change (k/k0) caused by thhe mining off the longwall panel

In
n order to asssess the po
ossibility for the reservooir water to leak into thee longwall ggob in
large quaantity, a num
merical simulation studyy has been coonducted. A
As shown in Fig. 32, the most
possible water leakaage path is along
a
the hiigh permeabbility increase zone from
m the surface to
e level near the panel edge. The numerical studdy will focuss on assessin
ng the possiibility
the mine
of the waater leakage
e through this path. One
e half width of the longw
wall panel iss selected fo
or the
numericaal simulation
n. The 2‐D numerical model
m
consi sts of about 2,288 finite elementss and
simulates a 748 ft (2
228 m) in width and 738 ft (225 m ) in depth o
of the overburden above the
own in Fig. 33.
3 Element sizes variedd, but were sselected so tthat the element
longwall panel as sho
0.91 m) in th
he zone of in
nterest, nea r the panel edge. Elemeent sizes increase
size was about 3 ft (0
with incrreasing distance from the area of intterest.
In
n building th
he numerical model, the
e ground waater elevatio
on at mine ggob was set to be
zero, and
d the ground
d water elevvation at surfface equaledd to the reseervoir waterr elevation m
minus
coal seam
m elevation
n (738 ft or 225 m). Th
he vertical bboundaries of the mod
del are set tto be
imperme
eable. The actual
a
overb
burden sequence has been simplified, combining litholo
ogical
layers to
o represent rock
r
charactteristics of primary
p
imp ortance to o
obtain an avverage response.
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Two num
merical mod
dels were built
b
to reprresent the ppre‐mining and post‐m
mining condiitions
respectivvely.

Fiigure 33 Post-mining vertiical hydraulic permeabilityy distribution over the longgwall panel

ents the initial hydraulic property of the coal measure ro
ocks used in
n the
Table 9 prese
n, which is determined from publi shed valuess (Esterhuizeen, and Karacan,
numericaal simulation
2005). Th
he hydraulicc permeability of the overburden sttrata after m
mining is calcculated baseed on
the predicted final to
otal strain distribution and
a the resuults are plottted in Fig. 33
3. It shows tthat a
zone of high
h permeaability is locaated in the sandstone sttrata betweeen 200 and 3
300 ft (61 an
nd 91
m) abovve the coal seam. Th
he longwall subsidencee induces h
high total strain and high
permeab
bility in areaa located near but inside the longw
wall panel ed
dge. In thiss area, the zzones
with high
h permeabillity are limitted within the
t 350 ft (1106 m) from
m the coal sseam. Abovee this
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level, the subsidence influence to the permeability is insignificant due to much lower total
strain and the low permeability of the claystone strata and thick silt at the bottom of the
reservoir. The maximum vertical permeability after mining reaches 0.18 ft/day in the area
directly above the longwall panel edge. However, the vertical permeability in most of the other
areas is less than 0.09 ft/day.

Table 8 Initial hydraulic property of coal measure rocks

Rock Types
Soil
Claystone
Shale
Coal
Limestone
Sandstone

Permeability (ft/day)
Horizontal
Vertical
2.74E‐04
2.74E‐04
5.48E‐04
5.48E‐04
2.74E‐03
1.37E‐03
2.74E‐03
2.74E‐04
5.47E‐03
5.47E‐03
2.74E‐02
2.74E‐02

Porosity
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.15

The distribution of the simulated post‐mining ground water pressure head in reference
to the mine level is plotted in Fig. 34. In the zone where the significantly increased permeability
and water flow are induced by mine subsidence, the water head contour lines bent upward. It
shows that the head at a point has decreased from its original level. The vectors of water flow
velocity in the overburden strata after subsidence are also plotted in Fig. 34. The zone with
higher flow velocities is located in a short distance inside the panel edge. Based on the simula‐
tion, the water leakage rate from the surface reservoir to the mine gob is about 1.42 ft3/day per
foot (0.132 m3/day per meter) of distance along the panel longitudinal direction. From Fig. 12,
the equivalent average width of the reservoir water surface along the panel longitudinal direc‐
tion is determined to be 83.8 ft (25.5m). The daily water leakage from the reservoir to under‐
ground longwall gob is estimated to be 119 ft3/day (3.4 m3/day). For the underground mining
operation, the increased in‐flow of water (0.62 gallons/min or 0.0024 m3/min) to the mine from
the surface reservoir is very insignificant to the mine pumping system. Therefore, the water
leaked from the reservoir to the underground mine through the subsidence‐disturbed overbur‐
den strata should not create a safety concern.
However, for mining operations conducted in closely spaced multiple coal seams with
interburden smaller than 100 ft, the water leakage should be much large than that predicted in
this case study. Therefore, the potential water leakage through the subsidence induced leak‐
age paths could present very severe safety threat to mining operations in underlying coal seam.
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4 Post-mining
g ground wateer pressure heead and flow vvelocity distribution over tthe longwall ppanel
Figure 34

Itt should be noted that the
t same ap
pproach couuld also be aapplied for o
overmining cases
where active mine is laid overr abandoned
d mines fill ed with preessurized m
mine water. The
previous mining in th
he lower coal seam cou
uld have alsoo created zo
ones with higgh void intensity.
If the underlying min
ne is not pro
operly dewattered, the a ctive mine in the upperr seam could
d face
the dangger to be floo
oded.
The approach presented
d previouslyy provides tthe means tto quantitattively assess the
indirect MSM
M
interaction to watter bodies. However, itt is a very co
omplicated process and
d may
not be re
eadily applie
ed by manyy field engineers. An eempirical ap
pproach can be also useed to
qualitativvely assess the potential of significcant water leakage in MSM cases. This apprroach
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involves with the determination of a critical void intensity for significant water leakage. In
other words, if a contiguous fracture zone with void intensity higher than the critical one can
penetrate into the old water‐filled mine, significant water leakage could pass through this zone.
Luo and Peng (2010) analyzed the data from water pumping tests conducted over many
Chinese longwall mines and found that a conservative critical void intensity for significant water
leakage is 4.1x10‐2 ft/ft. The top location of this determined critical void intensity for US
longwall mines agrees well with the reported heights of the top surface of fracture zone formed
over a longwall gob. To use this simpler approach, the predicted total strain in the overburden
strata using the new subsurface subsidence prediction model is plotted. From the total strain
distribution map, the potential water leakage paths, bounded with the critical void intensity of
4.1x10‐2 ft/ft, can be delineated. If the paths connect the active and old mine voids, water
leakage could form a safety hazard.

Assessment of MSM Interaction on Gas Leakage
Highly concentrated methane in sealed mine areas or abandoned mine overlying or
underlying the active mine could become the most serious hazard to the mining operation if it
can travel through the subsidence‐induced fracture zones into active mine. The mechanism of
the gas leakage through the interconnected leakage paths should be the same as that of water
leakage. Again, the resulting void intensity from the subsurface subsidence prediction can be
used to determine the distribution of the permeability in the interburden strata. However, it
should be noted that the gas flows through the narrow leakage paths differently from water.
The critical void intensity for delineating the gas leakage paths should be established.
Practically, an unsafe mining condition is already formed once the active mine is connected to
the mine space filled with high concentration methane. However, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) modeling should be performed to further quantify the gas flow rate and the
time effects.

Assessment of MSM Interaction on Spontaneous Combustion
For coals with moderate to high propensity of spontaneous combustion, the subsidence‐
induced leakage paths allow mine air to enter from the active mine into the abandoned mine
space. The paths will provide oxygen to the coal debris for oxidation but will prevent the
generated heat from dissipating which forms an ideal condition for coal spontaneous
combustion in the abandoned mine space. The smoldering or even flame fires in the
abandoned mine space caused by spontaneous combustion can present serious mine safety
problems to the active mines. There are many such spontaneous combustion cases in Chinese
coal mines where mining operations are conducted in closely spaced multiple coal seams. A
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large number of mine fire and explosion cases due to such MSM induced spontaneous
combustion have occurred in Chinese coal industry. In the US, the propensity for spontaneous
combustion of the coals in the central Appalachian coal fields, the area with most intensive
multiple seam mining operations, is generally low and reported spontaneous combustion cases
are rare. However, in the Western coal fields (Fig. 1), also an area with multiple seam mining
operations, the propensity of spontaneous combustion is often moderate. The potential for
MSM interactions to cause spontaneous combustion should be closely watched.
Again, the hazards of MSM induced spontaneous combustion is heavily related to the air
leakage paths caused by mine subsidence. The method mentioned previously can also be
directly applied to assess the potential for this type of indirect MSM interactions.

CONCLUSIONS
Direct and indirect interactions caused by mining operations in closely spaced multiple
coal seams could produce much more ground control and mine safety problems them mining
operations in single seam. This is evidenced by the fact that more frequent coal mine disasters
have occurred in the central Appalachian coal fields where multi‐seam mining (MSM)
operations are intensely practiced than other US coal mining regions. Published and
unpublished cases also show that operational difficulties caused by MSM interactions in this
region are significantly more and severer. Due to the relatively maturity of mining technology
in single seam settings, more mining research and regulatory efforts should be made to
improve the mine safety in multiple seam mining conditions.
Due to much higher degree of privatization in mineral rights than other major coal
producing countries, each of the US coal mines that operates in MSM conditions generally has
its mining right limited to one single coal seam. Accordingly, a mine often designs the time and
conducts its operations in single seam mining setting without full knowledge about and careful
coordination with other past and current mining activities in the overlying and underlying coal
seams. Therefore, the federal and state regulatory agencies should increase their roles: (1) to
inform the mining companies involved about the past and current mining activities in the
underlying and overlying coal seams, and (2) to check whether the potential MSM interactions
have been fully considered in the submitted mine permit documents.
On technical research side, the MSM interactions can be classified into problems caused
by load transfer or by strata subsidence. The load transfer MSM interactions are produced by
the locally concentrated stress zones transferred from isolated remnant pillars in the
neighboring coal seams. A good amount of research has been performed and some numerical‐
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modeling based design tools have been developed for dealing with the load transfer MSM
interactions.
The full (longwall) or high (room and pillar with depillaring operations) extraction mining
methods will induce subsidence in the overburden strata with significantly larger strata
movements and deformations than those expected from load transfer MSM interaction cases.
The subsidence process creates not only the direct MSM interactions to mine structures (i.e.,
mine pillars, roof and floor) but also the indirect MSM interactions to interburden strata. The
indirect MSM interactions could potentially produce much more significant mine safety
problems in terms of mine water, gases and spontaneous combustion. However, due to the
limitations for most of the numerical analysis tools to deal with large movements and
deformations commonly seen in subsidence process, research and tools are still lagging in
dealing with the MSM interactions created with subsidence process. The authors have started
some pinioning research work to apply the subsidence theories to the studies of large‐
movement and large‐deformation MSM interactions. Some of the research works are
presented in this report.
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